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WORKING GROUP ON 
THE ART OF TAXIDERMY and its CULTURAL HERITAGE IMPORTANCE 

 
This working group was established at the ICOM-NATHIST meeting, 
Jakobstad/Pietarsaari, Finland June 2005 
 
 
The working group was formed to  
 

i) develop a series of actions through which we could highlight (at least 
some of) the more important examples of taxidermy held in museums 
throughout the world 

 
ii) establish the factors which make them culturally important, to the local 

community and  
 

iii) to try to establish their importance to the wider international and 
scientific community. 

 
Over the past two hundred years larger and, often, more wealthy museums have 
acquired large numbers of mounted animals and birds from most parts of the 
world, whilst the wider, often poorer, museum communities have been deprived of 
the opportunity to display their own natural heritage and thus establish the cultural 
heritage importance of this material to both local and international museum 
visitors. We, in the wealthy museum community, have an obligation to preserve 
and conserve the most important of this material for future generations to study.  In 
recent years large numbers of displayed taxidermy specimens have been 
remounted, thus changing their original appearance, or removed from display, or 
some times dismantled and placed in long-term storage, and, in some extreme 
cases, the specimens themselves have been totally destroyed. Concern has been 
expressed by ICOM NatHist members that in some, of these cases, not enough 
thought has taken place over the cultural importance of this material prior to 
changes taking place.  
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To most museum staff and trustees the more exotic the material is, the less 
important it is to consider the original cultural heritage of the specimen itself, unless 
it can be seen, and proved, to have some local significance. Some material held 
in western museums which is considered by them to have little significance, may 
hold iconic status in some of the poorer developing countries or the remoter 
communities from which the material originated.   
 
The scientific work undertaken by the larger, wealthier museums often results in 
large quantities of material being acquired, stretching the storage capacity and 
sometimes even the financial capacity of the departments involved. This can 
have detrimental effects on the other material held by the institution.  A large, 
exotic piece of taxidermy can take up large amounts of valuable storage or 
display space, and in these circumstances it is understandable that a curator’s or 
institute’s particular research interest may try to override the long-term interests of 
the wider museum community.  
 
Living material housed in zoological gardens often has a local and, sometimes, 
international cultural importance well beyond any scientific importance that the 
animal may have.  It is important, therefore, to establish some good sound 
guidelines to ensure the preservation of these iconic specimens, after death, even 
if, in certain circumstances, the specimen has to be kept out of the public eye for 
a period. All relevant channels should be properly investigated, in order to ensure 
that and material is not destroyed or rushed onto display in a way which could 
cause offence or distress to the wider public.  
 
The working group would like the wider museum community to have as much 
input into the work of this group as possible, so that all aspects covering the long-
term care and maintenance, storage, display and cultural aspects of taxidermy, 
including the intrinsic display skills and artistic qualities therein, are taken into 
account.  
 
We in the working group believe that material held in our museums belongs to the 
wider community and cultural aspects should also be taken into account when 
changing the appearance of large pieces of taxidermy, displaying, interpreting or 
even de-accessioning or destroying such items.  We should consider that the 
exotic animal or bird held in our museum is also part of the fauna of its country of 
origin and thus should be considered as part of the culture of that country in the 
same way as a piece of national costume or an archaeological artefact. Perhaps 
we as curators should consider asking the local inhabitants from the area in which 
the specimen was acquired about what they would like to read on any label and 
include the language of the area of origin on any subsequent labelling, accepting 
the item as part of their heritage as well as ours, something which, with the use of 
the internet, we could easily achieve.  
 
ICOM-NATHIST intend to build an International Taxidermy database of the most 
important material held in museums, universities and other institutions throughout 
the world. The material entered onto the database to be vetted by a panel made 
up from the world of taxidermy, museums and lay-people.  
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Material for inclusion will be selected from the joint experience of interested parties 
but material can be submitted to the panel for inclusion in the database. 
 
All specimens selected for inclusion should be submitted with a digital photograph 
and all relevant associated documentation.   
 
What makes a specimen important? 
 

1 The specimen(s) are associated with a particular person 
2 The specimen(s) are associated with a particular event 
3 The specimen(s) are associated with a particular organisation 
4 The specimen(s) are associated with a particular place and/or time 
5 The specimen(s) are associated with a particular taxidermist 
6 The specimen(s) are associated with innovations in taxidermy 
7 The artistic appearance 
8 The taxidermy was done at an early date 

 
The specimen(s) concerned should fulfil, at least, two or more of these categories. 
 
 
Additional factors which should also be taken into account 
 

1 The Scientific Value of the specimen (This could include Extinct and 
Endangered material, as well as Type and Figured specimens) 

 
2 Provenance 
 
3 Associated Documentation 

 
4 Reconstructions of Rare or Extinct species may also be included  

 
 
A”CODE OF CONDUCT” for the long-term care and storage of Taxidermy will be 
developed to cover such aspects as the removal of material from original historic 
cases or displays, standards of care, repair and renovation, and any/and all other 
aspects considered important in the long-term preservation of these culturally 
important pieces from the Art of Taxidermy.  
 
It is our intention that the above Code of Conduct will become part of the 
standards laid down by ICOM, governing good practice within all of the world’s 
museums.  
 
It is proposed that this project is developed in time for the ICOM Triennial 
Conference which is to be held in Vienna in 2007 
 
 
 
Eirik Granqvist & Adrian Norris 
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CODE OF CONDUCT FOR THE CARE OF TAXIDERMY 
 
 

26 October 2005  
 

1. Avoid removing specimens in their original cased displays or settings. If 
uncased, ensure no mechanical or other physical damage can take 
place due to storage conditions.   

 
2. Make accessible all associated information, including the name of the 

Taxidermist and the date of preparation, if known. 
 

3. Produce and file condition reports and undertake regular inspections (at 
least annually) to ensure no damage or infestation has taking place.  

 
4. Undertake any restoration to specimens or displays in sympathy with the 

Taxidermists original intentions and techniques. 
 

5. Keep, a full record with photographic evidence, of any conservation 
work, including any work undertaken on the surrounding case or display. 

 
6. Preserve all scientifically important material and all extinct and 

endangered material in institutional collections, no matter how poor the 
material may appear to be. 

 
7. Agree and use a formal collecting policy when deciding whether or not 

to dispose of a specimen.  
 

8. Dispose of material to alternative institutions.  If no local institution is 
willing, or able to accept this material, then seek alternatives before 
contemplating any sale or destruction.  In the case of foreign material 
contact institutions in the country of origin and offer them such material. 
(CITES REGULATIONS PERMITING). Remember this could be an important 
part of their cultural heritage.   

 
9. Dispose of material by destruction only when all other possible 

alternatives have been exhausted. 
 

10. Keep a full photographic record of all material conserved removed or 
disposed of, and retain copies of any documentation in the original 
institution. 

 

  
ICOM-NATHIST – working group on the ART of TAXIDERMY  (newsletter  taxidermy 1) 
Responsible chairperson: 
Eirik Granqvist, Ritabackavägen 60, FIN-06200 Borgå,  Finland 
email eirik.granqvist@elisanet.fi  
Adrian Norris, 17, West Park Drive, Leeds, LS16 5SL, U.K. 
email adrianXnorris@aol.com  
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TAXIDERMY REGISTER 
 
To register a specimen of historically important, important to the art of Taxidermy 
and scientifically important specimens please report to all points of this check-list: 
 
 
1) Are the specimens within a fixed diorama, a movable display case or uncased? 
 
Diorama 
 

Date or period within which the diorama was built. 
Number of specimens within the diorama. 
Artist, Taxidermist or technical team details. 

 
Movable Case 
 

Is the case original to the Taxidermist? If not please give details. 
Number of specimens within the display case. 

 
Uncased 
 
2) Systematic 
 
PLEASE NOTE – If more than one specimen is displayed within the diorama or 
moveable case please fill in a form for each specimen. 
 

Taxa 
Family 
Genera Species Author – Date 
Common Name – English 
Common Name in language of location 

 
Status  Extinct / Rare / Endangered  / International Red Lists 
 

Type specimen status? 
Please give full published reference 

 
3) Location 
 

Owner / Institution 
Acc. No./ Registration Number 
Location today! 
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4) Acquisition and taxidermy 
 

Collector 
Place Collected 
Date 
Taxidermist 
References to Taxidermist and his work 
History 

 
5) Statistics     

Male/Female  
Age  
Size 
Condition 

 
6) Reason why this item should be included in this register 
 

Extinct 
Historical importance 
Early date 
Fine example of specific taxidermists work  

 
7) Published References 
 

Publication 
Photograph 
Photograph reference number 
Permission to include photograph on the ICOM-NATHIST website 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Please send a full report with images to be registered by mail to 
 
Adrian Norris,  
17, West Park Drive,  
Leeds, LS16 5SL, U.K. 
 
or as attachment to an email to  adrianXnorris@aol.com  
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